Vintage Scuba Diver Release of Liability
___________________________
Facility
I _______________________ have been schooled in the Hazards of diving with Vintage
(Print Name)

Gear. We use the terms Double Hose Regulator, Horse Collar, and Reserve Valve with
Reserve Pull Handle. These are just a few items. I know that when diving and clearing
the Double Hose you must clear it differently.
_____I understand these items and the appropriate safeguards that must be taken, such as
a designated safety diver in the water with me. I will be diving with a buddy at all times. I
understand there are emergency procedures and will be diving with a Safety Diver.
_____I understand that there are failures in vintage gear. I have had my gear serviced
within the last year. My log book with my Vintage dives, have been made available to the
Dive Supervisor of this dive operation. Current diving advances were not available when
this gear was made. Using this Equipment without such items as a Buoyancy
Compensator, Pressure Gauge, safe seconds or Octopus requires special training.
______Scuba tanks must abide by DOT standards. We will not fill if not current with
Hydro’s and Visuals. Current policy dictates no filling on the site of this property.
______I have dove with this Vintage Gear before and have full knowledge of the
procedures of using it. It does vary from current agency teachings.
______I’m a current certified diver with a recognized agency in the World. I have a
Certification card and have shown it to this Dive Destination and Supervisor.
______I hereby voluntarily release, discharge, waive, and relinquish the right to sue this
Dive Facility ______________________ and their respective employees, agents and
assigns for personal injuries or wrongful death that may occur during the forthcoming
dive activity. Whether it is Instruction, Boat, Vehicular, and/or any activities incidental to
such activities of Instruction or Diving. Wherever or however such may occur as a result
of inherit risks associated with Vintage Gear and Diving as a result of negligence,
mechanical or any other causes.
______I have fully informed myself of the contents of this information and release this
facility ___________________________ and heirs by reading it before I signed it on
behalf of myself and my heirs.
____________________________________
Signature
_____________________
Date

